INSTALLATION ALERT

2001-2006 TOYOTA TUNDRA'S WITHOUT DRL'S
TUNDRA'S WITH DRL'S ARE NOT AFFECTED

THE AFFECTED APPLICATIONS HAVE A DIFFERENT LIGHTING CIRCUIT THAN THOSE
WITH DRLS, AND MUST BE WIRED USING THE "SWITCHED GROUND"
CONFIGURATION

THE AFFECTED APPLICATIONS WILL HAVE A RED WIRE WITH A YELLOW STRIPE ON
THE CENTER PIN OF THE HEADLIGHT CONNECTOR

The RELAY HARNESS must be installed for SWITCHED GROUND configuration.
- Locate the gray wire with male/female (already connected). Disconnect the two halves. The male quick connect end of the
grey wire will be not be used and may be taped off.
- The female end should be connected to the RED/WHITE wire from the 16160000 harness.
- Connect the other wires as shown.
- Connect brown wire to ground.

Switched Ground Headlights
(See App Guide for Assistance)

Instructions For Use With 16160100/B Relay Harness. Contact SnowDogg Tech Support At 866-974-3644 For Use
With Earlier Harnesses.